Grade: High Pass ____  Pass ____  Low Pass ____  Not Pass ____

Student #

Grader (circle name)
Sheila Sellkreg  Greg Protasel  Diwakar Vadapalli

Example:

A. not at all  NP  LP  P  HP  directly
   Q1  Q2  Q3

1. Student answered the questions asked
   not at all  NP  LP  P  HP  directly

2. Student applied relevant theory, concepts, and methods to the case
   not at all  NP  LP  P  HP  directly

3. Student’s writing and organization of ideas was of graduate quality
   not at all  NP  LP  P  HP  directly

4. Conclusions followed logically from the evidence and argument presented
   not at all  NP  LP  P  HP  directly

Notes: